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॥अथ प्रथमोऽध्यायः॥
॥अरनजु् विषादयोगः॥
धृतराष्ट्र उवाच |
ु वः |
धर्मक्षेत् रे कुरुक्षेत् रे समवेता ययु त्स
मामकाः पाण्डवाश् चैव किमकुर्वत सञ्जय ||1||
सञ्जय उवाच ।
दृष्ट्वा त ु पाण्डवानीकं व्ढयू ं दुर्योधनस्तदा ।
् 2।।
आचार्यमपु सङ्गम्य राजा वचनमब्रवीत ।।
ु
ू ।्
पश्यैतां पाण्डुपत्राणामाचार्य
महतीं चमम
व्ढयू ां द्रुपदपत्रेु ण तव शिष्येण धीमता ।। 3।।
अत्र शूरा महेष्वासा भीमारनजु् समा य ुधि |

rāṣṭraguṇagānam
vNde ihr{my o{fm!

vande hiraṇmaya khaṇḍam

Aaàval izlatlm!. vNde.

āpravāla śilātalam || vande ||

y}eñraicRt izvg[ ÉUim>

yajñeśvarārcita śivagaṇa bhūmiḥ

sSyivÉUi;t vnSpit ÉUim>

sasyavibhūṣita vanaspati bhūmiḥ

Aaidvaiskul mi[ÖIp ÉUim>,

ādivāsikula maṇidvīpa bhūmiḥ |

mand{fev iSwt %lurU ÉUim>.

mānadaṇḍeva sthita uluru bhūmiḥ ||

xaत्वौषधियतु षष्ट्यापग ÉUim>

dhātvaiṣadhiyuta ṣaṣṭhacāpaga bhūmiḥ

ibNdusuicÇe laekan!iciÇt ÉUim>

bindusucitre lokancitrita bhūmiḥ

Aakaeiqkaezm&g jIivt ÉUim>,

ākoṭikośamṛga jīvita bhūmiḥ |

नादवाद्ये ॐकारं शोधित ÉUim>.

nādavādye omkāraṁ śodhita bhūmiḥ ||

rTnakreiSwt d]sTv ÉUim>

ratnākaresthita dakṣasatva bhūmiḥ

v[Rsrsayut àzaNt ÉUim>,
ÉUmra¼ nEpu{y vIra;R ÉUim>

rajïI ivnt nIlacl ÉUim>.
(ihmigir ÉUim>)

varṇasarasāyuta praśānta bhūmiḥ |
bhūmarāṅga naipuṇya vīrārṣa bhūmiḥ
rājaśrī vinata nīlācala bhūmiḥ ||
( himagiri bhūmiḥ )
Dr Meenakshi Srinivasan
© School of Vedic Sciences (Aust) Inc

Commentary:
Australia is also known as the ‘HiraNmaya Khanda’ to signify its richness in gold and coral deposits. This land is also
known as the ‘manidweep bhoomi’ implying “the land of gems”. Various varieties of pearls, minerals, opals and
other precious stones are found in abundance here. A plethora of flora rich in medicinal value is also found on this
land.
Approximately, sixty rivers flow through this country. Water flowing in these rivers is impregnated with metals
and alloys. This place was home to a large species of marsupials, of which a few such as Kangaroos, Wallabies and
Koalas can still be seen in the wild.
Indigenous inhabitants of this land revere the five elements and venerate fire (Agni) ‘yagneeshwara’
understanding its importance for mankind and hence are called Shivaganas. Through dot paintings they depict
various states of mind. These paintings are a spiritual representation of the mother earth on a higher plane. The
Indigenous people have created their own vocal instrument called Didgeridoo that reverberates OmKara and
are experts in the use of a specialised weapon called Boomerang. Uluru, a sacred place in this land is also the
normative icon of this country.
This is a stable land in the middle of the vast ocean affluent with rich minerals, diverse flora and fauna.
The rich exuberance of colours , red at the centre Uluru, white on the peaks of Snowy Mountains, blue on the
Mountains, colourful extravagance of the reef and top end bordered by the green oceans, makes this land an
abode of peace and serenity.
I salute this great country with its plethora of colours, natural resources, flora, fauna, art, culture and people.
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Foreword
By Gopal Subramanian, Sydney Sanskrit School

It is with great pleasure we present the eighth edition of Medha to our readers. As in the previous
years we have received encouraging and appreciative messages from number of eminent persons and
government officials. We take this opportunity to thank Mr. David Clarke MLC, Member of the New
South Wales Parliament and Parliamentary Secretary for Justice, Mr. Anoulack Chantivang, Member of
Parliament, Dr. A.M. Gondane, High Commissioner of India, Hindu Council of Australia, Hon. Minister
Mr Victor Dominello, Minister for Minister for Finance, Services and Property, Mr Geoff Lee, Member
of Parliament, Mr Paul Lynch, Member of Parliament and shadow Attorney General, Mr Ray Williams,
Member of Parliament, Sringeri Mutt, India and Mr. B. Vanlalvawna, Council General of India for their
messages.
This year’s Medha begins with the annual report and it is very encouraging to see that the school
is progressing well taking on new projects every year. There is a significant increase in number of
students joining Sanskrit school.
‘Camp Report’- Written by Skanda, one of the Sanskrit school senior students, provides vivid
description of happenings in the autumn camp. Clearly depicts how all the children who attended the
camp enjoyed all the activities.
‘Acquisition of Happiness’ – Chandresekhara Sastry talks about how one should control their ‘índriyas’
and ‘attachment’ to desires can lead to misery. Chandresekhara Sastry has quoted a verse from
Bhagavadgita second chapter in this context.
‘Sankara Digvijayam’ – This article exemplifies His Divine nature right from birth taking slokas from
MAdhavIya Sankara Dig Vijayam, written by the 12 th Pontiff of Sringeri SArada Peetam, Sri VidyAraNya
MahA SwAmi ji.
‘Shabda Pramanam’ - Six pramanas of Hindu philosophy are identified as correct means of accurate
knowledge and to truths. This article touches upon them and “Theories of Errors”, i.e. why human
beings make error and reach incorrect knowledge.
‘I don’t believe in God’ - A thought provoking article on God and belief. Swamiji (author) places
various ideas and thoughts on the topic and concludes by saying “God or ईश्वर is to be understood and,
perceived in and through everything”
‘Ramanuja Digvijayam’ – This article covers Sri Ramnujacharya’s digvijayam, starting from Kancheepram
to Tripathi.
On behalf of the School of Vedic Sciences Executive Committee, students and teachers, we extend our
gratitude to NSW Department of Education and Communities, Multicultural NSW, NSW Federation of
Community Language Schools and Liverpool Council for their continual support in maintaining and
expanding the teaching of this ancient language to Australians of all backgrounds. We acknowledge
the support the school received from various dignitaries including Mr Paul Lynch, MP Liverpool, Ms
Nina Conomos, Coordinator, Community Languages Schools program and Mr Albert Vella, President
NSW Federation of Community Language schools. We are also thankful to the Principal of Marsden
Road Public School Liverpool NSW, Principal of Glenwood Public School, Glenfield NSW and Principal
of Darcy Road Public School for providing their classrooms during the weekends for conducting our
learning programmes.
We hope you will enjoy reading the multitude of articles encapsulated in the eighth edition of Medha.

Ray Williams MP

Minister for Disability Services
Minister for Multiculturalism

MESSAGE
Thursday, 19 October 2017

SYDNEY SANSKRIT SCHOOL
I am pleased to send my best wishes to the Sydney Sanskrit School on the work you have
done since 2006 to promote the Sanskrit language. It is the primary language of classical
Indian literature, art, music, dance and religion.
The Sydney Sanskrit School has been working with teachers, volunteers and parents to
ensure not only language skills are passed on to the next generation but also important
cultural and traditional values.
The NSW Government is proud to support community language schools as demonstrated by
the announcement in May this year of a $10.9 million investment in this area.
I commend everyone at the school for the fine work you do and congratulate all the
participants in this year’s Samaskrutotsavam.

Ray Williams MP

Victor Dominello

Minister for Finance, Services and Property

MINISTERIAL MESSAGE
Monday, 9 October 2017

It gives me great pleasure to contribute a message on this special occasion.
Since 2006, the Sydney Sanskrit School has provided young people with an
opportunity to learn Sanskrit and embrace their ancestry.
This event provides students and parents with an opportunity to celebrate the school’s
achievements and success.
It is also an opportunity for people to spend time with family and friends.
NSW enjoys a strong and growing Indian community. Today NSW is home to more
than 143,000 people who were born in India.
Australia is one of the world’s most multicultural countries, and the Indian Australian
community has played an integral role in the development of our harmonious
multicultural society.
I would like to thank the school for all its great work and wish everyone well on this
significant occasion.
Yours sincerely,

The Hon. Victor Dominello MP
Minister for Finance, Services and Property

MESSAGE OF CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE SYDNEY SANSKRIT SCHOOL
The Honourable David Clarke MLC
Member of the New South Wales Parliament
& Parliamentary Secretary for Justice
It gives me great pleasure to extend heartfelt greetings and congratulations to the
Sydney Sanskrit School on the occasion of the 11 th anniversary of your foundation
by the School of Vedic Sciences. You are the Southern Hemisphere’s first
Sanskrit language community school.
The Sanskrit language, which many authorities designate as the world’s oldest
language, is unique in that it is not only a classical language in the same way as
Latin and Ancient Greek. It also has important liturgical dimensions particularly
within the Hindu, Sikh, Buddhist and Jain religious faith traditions. It is also
acknowledged as a mother language because it has given birth to many other
related languages.
Because of the pivotal part the Sanskrit language has played in the unfolding of
civilisation particularly in its cultural and religious aspects, it is vital for mankind
that its continuation is ensured.
In this regard the Sydney Sanskrit School, its teachers and students are playing a
vital part. Once again, congratulations on the wonderful work that you do.

Hindu Council of Australia
Message
I convey my best wishes to all members of Sydney Sanskrit
School- the teachers, the students and the management teamfor their 11th annual celebrations.
The school, first of its kind in the country, has been very
successful in the preservation and promotion of Sanskrit as a
community language in Australia. Knowledge of Sanskrit
enables us to understand the significance of the Vedic literature
and appreciation of Hindu culture.
I congratulate every one associated with the school for their
dedication and service to the community.

Prof Nihal S Agar AM
President, Hindu Council of Australia

www.hinducouncil.com.au

|

Phone: 1300 HINDUS Fax: (02) 8208 9810|

Head office: 17 The Crescent, Homebush, NSW 2140, AUSTRALIA

ACN 082 437 670

MESSAGE TO MEDHA MAGAZINE

I am delighted to be able to send a message for Samaskrutotsavam, the annual
program of the Sydney Sanskrit School through the school’s yearly magazine Medha.

The school has been proudly operating since 2006 as a premier school for Sanskrit
learning. The school has performed admirable work for over a decade.

The teaching of Sanskrit is important in and of itself, granted its ‘foundational’ status
as a language. It also adds to the wonderfully diverse and multicultural nature of our
community. This multiculturalism and its diversity is one of our great strengths as a
society. It’s one of the reasons that this is such an attractive place in which to live.

I look forward to continuing to work with the community and wish the School, its
students, teachers and supporters all the best for the future.

Yours Sincerely,

Paul Lynch
Member for Liverpool
Shadow Attorney General

Message for Sydney Sanskrit School
Samaskrutotsavam celebrations
November 2017
I would like to congratulate the Sydney Sanskrit School
on this year’s Samaskrutotsavam celebrations and its
11th year of incorporation. The Sanskrit speaking
community within my electorate are fortunate to have a
Sydney Sanskrit School at Glenfield – one of three such
schools in Sydney.
The community language school enables students to
learn Sanskrit and participate in an important part of their linguistic heritage.
Students are able to gain a valuable insight into the foundations of the Sanskrit
language, giving them the confidence to use Sanskrit in everyday life. The school
also provides the younger generation with an appreciation and understanding of
Sanskrit’s origins. A host of celebrations and activities give students a unique
opportunity to experience the rich cultural traditions associated with the Sanskrit
language.
In addition, the school has demonstrated a commitment to cross-cultural
understanding through the development of a bi-lingual CD in Sanskrit and Dharawal
(the language of first Australians in south west Sydney), as well as sharing other
festivals and celebrations reflective of our diverse community.
I’d like to acknowledge the efforts of everyone involved in making the Sydney
Sanskrit School – part of the NSW Community Languages Schools Program –
a success. I also acknowledge the school’s contributions towards our vibrant
multicultural community and wish the Sydney Sanskrit School all the best for its
Samaskrutotsavam celebrations. I trust that the school enjoys a long future,
promoting harmony and respect in our community.
Yours sincerely,

Anoulack Chanthivong MP
Member for Macquarie Fields

MESSAGE FROM MULTICULTURAL NSW
SYDNEY SANSKRIT SCHOOL - SAMASKRUTOTSAVAM
Congratulations to everyone taking part in Samaskrutotsavam, the annual program
of the Sydney Sanskrit School, in 2017.
Since 2006, Sydney Sanskrit School has worked hard in tandem with other language
communities to pass on ancient Indian heritage and culture to new generations.
Premier Gladys Berejiklian announced a $10.9 million investment for community
language schools in May this year, showing the NSW Government’s commitment to
supporting diverse community organisations.
Community language schools play a vital role in sharing heritage and culture with
future generations, and we applaud the many dedicated teachers, parents and
students for their achievements.
Multicultural NSW congratulates the Sydney Sanskrit School for its vision, hard work
and dedication to language learning.

Dr G.K. Harinath OAM
Chair
Multicultural NSW Advisory Board

Hakan Harman
Chief Executive Officer
Multicultural NSW
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President’s message
By Karthik Subramanian, President, Sydney Sanskrit School
“Have a good weekend” is the common Friday afternoon greeting across Australia, a weekend to
recuperate, relax, sleep-in, surf, bushwalk, there are numerous options. Weekends are anything but
relaxing for hordes of Australians dedicated to volunteering and community work. Such a weekend is
no different to the dedicated volunteers of Sydney Sanskrit School. Opening the gates, taking quick
stock of the arrangement of chairs and desks in classrooms, arranging seating for the composite
Sanskrit classes, ensuring that the main school children and teachers belongings are itemised and
in place at the end of the class, white boards cleaned, preparing for lessons which motivates the
children and satisfies the parents, besides a host of bureaucratic procedures to comply with safety and
departmental guidelines. All these by volunteers who are full time engaged in jobs, education raising
families and paying off their mortgage as well. Demanding, yet fulfilling considering the enthusiasm
and commitment of the volunteers.
Sydney Sanskrit School, owes its existence to the dedication of such community spirit. This year has
seen record enrolment across three locations in Liverpool, Glenfield and Wentworthville and has been
a very busy year for teachers, volunteers, students and parents. The Akshara App, tool for learning
Devanagari (Sanskrit) script on Android Tablets and IPADs have been developed with diligent testing.
The App is now available for IOS and Andorid Tablets and can be downloaded from Apple App Store
and Google Play. Indian Cultural Centre , Consulate of India, Sydney was the co-host in celebrating
Harmony Day in March, a glittering display of dance, music and cultural extravaganza to rejoice
Multicultural NSW.
The Second successful Indian Community Languages Parents and teachers was held in July attracting
over 100 participants representing about eight languages from Indian background. The conference
was funded by NSW Department of Education Community Languages Program and Indian Cultural
Centre, Consulate of India, Sydney. It was great platform to share and draw experiences from
teachers from other language communities. The importance of Community Language program can
be seen from the significant grant of $10.9 million announced by the NSW Premier, the Hon. Gladys
Berejiklian for the community languages program at the Federation of Community Languages Dinner
attended by over 650 delegates. At the glittering function, Sydney Sanskrit Schools Principal and
PRO Dr. Meenakshi Srinivasan was recognised for her 25+ years of service to teaching Sanskrit in the
community language school sector, a feat the current senior students turned teachers are on track to
achieve by 2035.
The school is well supported by well-wishers who facilitated Vedic Mathematics classes, International
Yoga celebrations, Bhagavadh Gita competition, Deepavali and various other activities. The school is
on track to integrated online student management systems which is expected to increase efficiency
and reduce the burden among volunteers managing classes and accounts. Homework and academic
monitoring as well as online delivery of advanced lessons are the expected long-term benefits.
Mirugalayam, a Zoo book in Sanskrit based on the animals in Toranga Zoo was designed and published
in glossy colour for beginners. A dozen such publications are underway. The spirit of multi-culturalism
in Australia is seen from all walks of society, students, parents, volunteers, members of the parliament
and the government in the recognition, support and sustenance of community language schools to
which we are all proud to be a part of.

“Samskrutotsavam” 2017 Celebrations
The Sydney Sanskrit School was established in 2006 by an enthusiastic and dedicated group of
volunteers and I wholeheartedly congratulate them for organizing and hosting this year’s
“Samskrutotsavam” celebrations to highlight the achievements of the school and their community
in Sydney.
The NSW Federation of Community Language Schools is proud to represent this unique language
community. All languages irrespective of their size have the right to be spoken and taught here in
NSW as part of the multicultural diversity that make us so special.
The Sydney Sanskrit School is one of those community language schools that continue to strive to
improve the quality of the services they provide to the students. This year they have successfully
operated three school locations – Liverpool, Glenfield and now Wentworthville.
Dr. Meenakshi Srinivasan, the Sanskrit School Principal, was recognized for her 25 plus years of
service to teaching Sanskrit in the community language school sector. Premier Berejiklian presented
her with a plaque to acknowledge her dedication at the NSWFCLS Annual Dinner in May this year.
The school has also developed the Akshara App, for learning Devanagari (Sanskrit) script on mobile
devices. All these things mentioned show how dynamic the Sydney Sanskrit School has become.
Operating a community language school takes a lot of time and effort by many volunteers in order
to guarantee appropriate educational outcomes, correct child safety procedures as well as proper
administrative requirements. The Sanskrit speaking community has clearly demonstrated that their
management committee and teachers are all contributing to make this a very successful
community language school.
The NSW Federation of Community Language Schools would like to wish the Sydney Sanskrit School
a wonderful “Samskrutotsavam”. We hope that your school community continues to flourish and
grow to meet the needs of the students and their families well into the future.
Kind Regards

Albert Vella OAM
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As always, the school believes in
exposing the children to various cultural
Smt. Ranjani Rao
activities outside of the classroom
Teacher, Sydney Sanskrit School
for an all-round development. The
Samskritisangamah (Harmony Day)
Sydney Sanskrit School is a thriving community of celebrations was on the 19th of
enthusiastic students, volunteer teachers, parents, March this year and students, parents,
sponsors, and well-wishers, all coming together
and teachers actively participated
for a common cause. We focus on imparting the
in promoting harmony among the
students with the knowledge of Sanskrit and
Samskurti that they can carry throughout their
melting pot of communities that make
lives and apply successfully in their respective
up the beautiful land of Hiranmaya
fields. This vibrant community has seen its 11th
Khanda (Australia). The Harmony Day
successful year this year. Since its inception
celebrations was followed by a harmony
in 2006 with a handful of students, it now
accommodates more than a 100.
dinner in the same week.

Annual Report 2017

The school re-opened for a new academic year in
February with an Open Day, inviting parents and
others interested to take a peek at the activities
conducted by the school, the sample of students’
work and the courses taught.

The highlight of the year for the students and the
teachers alike is the three-day Autumn fun camp
held this year in April (April 7-9) at Bundilla Scout
Camp, Winston Hills. The theme of the camp was
based on the ‘Year of Sustainable Tourism’. The
objective of the camp is, and always has been,
to expose the children to values other than what
is taught as part of the curriculum. The students
participated in various fun activities like colouring
in the various modes of transport throughout
the ages, including the Vedic times, thereby
understanding the interesting and effective ways
that communications were carried out even in
the ancient times. Various lectures also covered
the journeys undertaken in ancient India and the
modes of transportation available then.
The month of May saw Mother’s Day being
celebrated in school. Our Principal Dr Meenakshi
Srinivasan was also felicitated for 25 years of
teaching the language, this month. It was truly
a fitting honour for a person who has dedicated
her life to the development and spreading of the
pious language. Yoga day was celebrated across
the various centres in the month of June. Dr Neeta
Bhutada visited the Liverpool centre for a live
yoga demonstration and group-participation.
Students also learnt the true meaning of Yoga and
how it affects and benefits their mind, body, and
spirit.
July was a very interesting month with grammar
camp being held in Shri Mandir for Juniors
(5th July) and seniors (11th July). The day-long
camp exposed the students to the essence of
grammar in a fun way. Also in July was the Indian
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Community Languages Schools Parents and
Teachers conference (ICLSPTC) (8th July). An
initiatiive of the School of Vedic Sciences (Aust)
Inc., the event was supported by Community
Languages Schools Program, Department of
Education under the Communities United
through Language reform initiative of NSW
Government and NSW Federation of Community
Languages. It was a very successful effort in its
second year in running. Guest speakers and
Indian language teachers shared their ideas
and views on conducting effective classes and
incorporating the latest technologies in the
classrooms.
August brought in the annual Bhagavad-Gita
recitation competition (27th August). With over
70 students participating in the rendition of the
first chapter of the Gita, it signalled the level
of interest and competence by the students of
all ages. From this year, the students will recite,
understand and appreciate all the chapters of the
sacred text – starting with the first chapter this
year.
With the activities like celebration of Father’s
Day (3rd September), the school strives to link
the cultural and traditional aspects with the
current day context. By encouraging the students
to participate in a multitude of activities in the
school and outside the school context – like
the SBS National Languages Competition – the
school helps in their all-round development.
The main focus of the school has always been,
and will always be imparting the knowledge
of the language in a fun and positive way. The
games and activities surrounding all the various
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occasions encase learning aspects geared
towards the students’ level of understanding. By
conducting classes for the teachers with a view
of clearing the Sanskrit Prathama examination
conducted by the Sri Surasaraswati Sabha,
teachers of the school are given an opportunity
to learn and perfect their language skills. The
school staff, with their collaborative efforts,
also worked on fine-tuning their pedagogy by
introducing new course materials geared towards
better teaching of the subject. School books
are designed to look colourful and simple but
can cover varied levels of teaching capabilities
for students of all levels. We are in the process
of considering and planning a few innovative
initiatives to refine the school processes and
language delivery and we are very excited to
implement them in the coming years.

The school always looks for opportunities
to encourage students by conducting
thought-provoking seminars, fun camps
and activities, encouraging them to
participate in events conducted by
various external organisations, etc.
The month of October proved to be a very busy
and exciting time for the school and its students.
Students of the school received the Minister’s
awards, which recognise the proficiency of
students in a community language and also
their contribution to the community in general;
they also participated in the Gandhi Jayanthi
celebrations conducted by the Consulate General
of India on the 2nd of October.
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The second Indian Community Languages Schools Parents & Teachers conference was organised by the Sydney Sanskrit
School as part of the professional development activities offered by Department of Education under the Communities
United Through Language program.

The students, teachers, parents, also had an
opportunity to attend an enlightening talk on the
essence of Subhashitam by Vidushi Dr Satyavathi.
The students were also given the opportunity to
showcase their learnings in the Deepavali Mela
celebrations. Meanwhile, the teachers attended
the annual Federation of Community Languages
conference in order to hone their teaching skills
and exchange ideas with other participants from
other community language schools.
With the annual day celebrations
Samskrutotsavam – the school winds down
for the year by letting the audience enjoy the
demonstration of the skills learnt by the students
throughout the year and unveil the upcoming
events for the coming year. Sports day signals the
end of the current year.

Sydney Sanskrit School welcomes
new students and their families, and
acknowledges all the efforts put in by
the parents, volunteers, and students

during this year. We also acknowledge
the ongoing support offered by the
NSW Department of Education, NSW
Federation of Community Language
Schools, NSW Community Relations
Commission, and The Hindu Council of
Australia, publications like Hinduism
Today and the Indian Herald, and other
associated sponsors who inspire and
encourage us to keep going ahead with
our efforts. With the continued support
of all our well-wishers, we hope to
continue to distribute the knowledge in
years to come.
॥ न हि ज्ञान ेन सदृशम॥्

‘Nahi Jnanena Sadrsham’ meaning nothing is
comparable to knowledge.
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bloom, if in that lotus, a lake were to be
formed; and if in that lake, a lotus were
om amānuṣacaritrāḍhyāya namaḥ
to come up – to such a lotus (impossible
and unknown) alone can Sankara’s feet
Sri Dev Babu
can be compared. Mastery of the poet
exemplify “Paradeepa-alankAram“ in
I bow to Sri Sankara, whose superhuman
these Slokas from Sankara’s Holy Feet
achievements during a short life span of 32 years
are beyond human perception. Only, an Avatar
to Face, traditionally done to Isvara.
of Isvara could execute such Herculean task with
Because, his disciple PadmapAda
such long sightedness of bestowing the Vedic
trampled upon lotus too while he
Dharma in this Earth until today.
walked over a lake. And pray, how can
This article exemplifies His Divine nature right
from birth taking slokas from MAdhavIya Sankara Dwijaraja (Moon) come anywhere near
Dig Vijayam, written by the 12th Pontiff of Sringeri his face which received the adoration
SArada Peetam, Sri VidyAraNya MahA SwAmi ji.
of innumerable Dwijarajas (learned
He narrates Sankara’s Lotus Feet thus:
Brahmana scholars)?
रजसा तमसाऽप्यनाश्रितो रजसा खेलनकाल एव हि।
A glimpse of Sankara’s superhuman achievements

ु
ॐ अमानषचरित्राढ्याय
नमः

स कलाधरसत्तमात्मजो सकलाश्चापि लिपीरविन्दत॥
rajasā tamasā’pyanāśrito rajasā khelanakāla
eva hi|
sa kalādharasattamātmajo sakalāścāpi
lipīravindata||
पादौ पद्मसमौ वदन्ति कतिचिच्छ्रीशङ्करस्यानघौ वक्त्रं च
द्विजराज-मण्डलनिभं न ैतद्वयं साम्प्रतम।्

are provided in this table below”
Item of Significance
Sankara Avatara
Period of Life time
Vijaya YatrAs (Glorious
Journeys)
Distance Travelled
Yatra 1 Covered

प्रेष्यः पद्मपदः किल त्रिजगतिख्यातः पदं दत्तवान ्
ु म॥्
अम्भोजे द्विजराजमण्डलशत ैः प्रेष्रुयै पास्यं मख

Yatra 2 Covered

pādau padmasamau vadanti
katicicchrīśaṅkarasyānaghau vaktraṁ ca
dvijarāja-maṇḍalanibhaṁ naitadvayaṁ
sāmpratam|

Yatra 3 Covered

preṣyaḥ padmapadaḥ kila
trijagatikhyātaḥ padaṁ dattavān ambhoje
dvijarājamaṇḍalaśataiḥ preṣyairupāsyaṁ
mukham||
Feet of Holy men are normally compared
to the lotus. But no lotus ever known
can match that of Sri Sankara’s. If out
of water, a moon-stone were to come
up, if on that hard stone a lotus were to

Number of Non-Vaidic
Cults Uplifted to Vedic
Order

Values to Remember
32 Years
788 – 820 C.E.
Three Major
16,659 Kms
(conservative) by Foot
Childhood, SanyAsam,
PrasthAna Trayam,
Vyasa Darsanam
Advaita PracAram,
Four Shishyas, Stay at
Sringeri & Teachings to
Disciples
Uplift of Vaidika
Dharma, Four AmnAya
Peetams, Sarvajna
PeetArohaNam &
Kedarnath Mukti
72

With mastery in dialectical skill, Sankara crossed
swords with mighty intellects and won theological battles by quoting clearly, extensively and
authoritatively from Vedas, well supplemented by
Logic and His augmented realisation.
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In fact, the Upanishads provided him the seeds
of non-dualism; the Brahma Sutras, helped him
to systematise their teachings and the Bhagavad
Gita offered the technique for their practical realisation harmoniously for all humans. In this threefold appreciation lies the key to his comprehensive philosophy of life in which revelation, logic
and self-effort are happily blended to achieve the
highest result, emerging as a universal benefactor.
All the Devas and Indra praise Adi Sankara in the
end upon completion of His Mission in earth thus:
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Thou art the First of Devas! Thou art the destroyer
of Tripuras! Thou didst burn Cupid and swallow
the deadly poison! Thou the three-eyed one, are
the centre from which Origin, the Sustenance and
the Dissolution of this Universe take place. Thou
hast accomplished the mission for which Thou
didst manifest in the world! Pray! Do come now
into our midst in Thy heavenly abode!!!

The Ocean of Nectar from Lord Adi
Sankara flows to-date like a perennial
river through these Four Sankaracharya
Peetams and Institution of Dasha Nami
ु
भवानाद्यो देवः कवलितविषः कामदहनः परारतिर्विश्वप्रभ
(ten surname titled) sanyasins (Monk
वलयहेतस्तु ्रिनयनः।
Order) established by Him. Following
ु तदायाहि स्वर्गं
यदर्थं गां प्राप्तो भवमथन वृत्तं तदधना
the above unbroken chain, Sringeri
सपदि गिरिशास्मत्प्रियकृ ते॥
Sarada Peetam was adorned with its 37th
Pontiff, H.H. Sri Vidhu Shekara Bharathi
bhavānādyo devaḥ kavalitaviṣaḥ
kāmadahanaḥ purāratirviśvaprabhavalayah Swami ji on 23rd January 2015.
etustrinayanaḥ|
yadarthaṁ gāṁ prāpto bhavamathana
vṛttaṁ tadadhunā tadāyāhi svargaṁ sapadi
giriśāsmatpriyakṛte||

Dev Babu

Dev Babu is an IT Professional working in Sydney and is a devotee of Sringeri
Shankaracharya. He excelled in Bhagavad Gita KanTastha Exam (learnt by
heart all of all 18 chapters) in Sringeri in 2013 and with the divine grace
and guidance of Sringeri Acharya’s Grace runs a Bhagavad Gita Class at his
residence mostly for seniors concentrating on Chanting, Sanskrit Grammar
and analytical study. He is a regular participant in Vedic Chanting group at
various temples in Sydney and practices Ashtanga Yoga (Mysore Pattabhi
Jois Style) apart from Vedic and Spiritual study.
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Shabda Pramana

An argument is put forward that God
could be inferred from the most perfect
K. Srinivasan
intelligence required for the sake of
explaining the order and design of
Shrutis
this complex world. Though it cannot
Years ago, Hinduism was known as Sanatana
affirm its existence it may necessitate a
Dharma or Vaidika Dharma. It is a universal
presumption. And presumption is not
religion that ruled supreme in India. Undoubtedly,
proof. Sri Ramanujacharya says that
it is the oldest of all living religions. Sanatana
these proofs are insufficient to prove a
Dharma is a Vedic based religion. It accepted
the authority of the Vedas – Rig, Yajur, Sama and
Divine. They may prove a very capable
Atharva Vedas. At the end of each Veda we have
creator but not an all-creator.
a number of Upanishads, also called Vedanta. The
four Vedas (including the Upanishads) along with That is why it is said that existence
four Upa-Vedas and six Vedangas are classified as
of God is proved by a vision of Him Shrutis.
Saakshatkara.
Second in importance to Shrutis are a set of
manuals known as Smrities. They are ancient
sacred law codes. They are based on the teachings
of the Vedas. In the event of any conflict of
statements between the Shrutis and Smrities, that
by the Shrutis will prevail.

Who wrote the Vedas?
No authorship is claimed for Vedas.
They are stated as Apourusheya – not
authored by humans. How is that
possible? Swami Vivekananda explains
“By the Vedas no books are meant.
They mean the accumulated treasury
of spiritual laws discovered by different
persons at different times. They are laws
that govern the spiritual world”. They
contain the Divine knowledge revealed
to the great Rishis in their Supra- normal
consciousness. Whatever was heard
or revealed to the great Rishis was
presented as Vedas and Upanishads.
The question then arises as to how do you justify
taking “what is heard“ as trustworthy? We shall
examine.
All metaphysical searches are after the Supreme
Reality or Parabrahman. Knowledge of the Real is
possible, and the question for us is – how do you
apprehend the Supreme Reality.

There are several theories of knowledge. Science
takes its start from perceptual experience.undoubtedly the only type of experience of
Reality. Yet, the existence of God transcends the
conditions of space and time. (desha – Kaala). He
cannot be known through ordinary perception
or inference. The Supreme Being is beyond the
pale of Pramaanaas of perception and anumaana.
Once again, in Kathopanishad we find “Yam evaisa
vrnute tena labhyah” – He who is chosen by Him
will perceive Him. “Not by austerities nor yet by
mere Jnana nor yet by works. It is only by the
grace of the Divine can the Highest be known,
understood and entered. Only then, the Perfect
Being becomes a Real being for the Sadhak.
The chosen ones are one in a million, perhaps.
Where does that leave the rest of us? Is there any
other means for obtaining true knowledge?

The Indian school of logic is not a recent
arrival on the world scene. Gautama
(6th Century BCE) founded the anviksiki school
of logic. The Indian logic is the oldest and it
was followed much later by the Greek and
Chinese traditions. Followers of Nyaya School of
philosophical speculation (logic) believed that
obtaining valid knowledge is a way to obtaining
release from suffering. They took great pains
to identify valid sources of knowledge and to
distinguish these from false opinions.
Whatever means we adopt to gain valid
knowledge, some clear rules must be established
for analysis and synthesis. Importantly efficient
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methods of weaning out sources of error must
also be laid out. For example, metaphysically
speaking, almost all the theories of Indian
Philosophy hold that the sense organs are
products of karma action, and as such are veiling
agents. For this reason, the sense organs make
things appear different from what they truly are.
Facts or experiences derived from faulty sources
vitiate the findings. Provided the instruments of
our cognition are all in a healthy condition, undiseased, the Sadhak is sane and unemotional the
results are acceptable.
Typically, the means for valid knowledge fall into
three categories – Pratyaksha (direct perception),
Anumaana (inference) and Shabda (sound as
in hearing). In Advaitic terminology theses are
Pratyaksha, Paroksha and Aparoksha. Since God
transcends the conditions of space and time, He
cannot be known through ordinary perception or
by inference.

The Purva-Mimamsa is a variety of tarka
reasoning. It assists the Shabda Pramana,
by which we could arrive at the Vedic
truth. Its main topic is the discovery of
the correct apparatus by which we could
arrive at Vedic truth. It is more interested
in the truth that we have known through
communication / through sound/ or
rather hearing than through Pratyaksha,
Anumana or Upamana.
We have just stated that the sense organs
make things appear different from what they
truly are. This raises the question as to why the
faults inherent in other Pramanas (Pratyaksha,
Anumana, Upamana) do not impinge on
Shabda-Pramana. There is, indeed, an analysis
of the conditions of error which invalidate other
Pramanas and not Shabda. The Mimamsakas,
being rationalists, were at pains to discover the
principles of analysis and synthesis. In doing so,
they were able to identify the sources of error.
On the basis of this work, they have formulated
theories of error in addition to the absolute claim
they make for the Shabda Pramana.
As far as affirmations go, knowledge is its own
testimony (Swatah Pramaanya), provided the
instruments of our cognition (Jnana Indriyas
– eyes, ears etc) are all in healthy condition,
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undiseased and the person is sane and unemotional. Mimamsa accepts the theory of selfevidence with the conditions that we have just
stated. There should be no error or mistake in the
several instruments of cognition (Jnana Indriyas).
After the study, Shabda is claimed to have
avoided the sources of errors that afflicted the
others. Both the source and the means have to be
perfect. Such Shabda is pure and perfect. Vedas
stand out to be such a source. By the grace of
the Divinity granted to the Rishis, their visions
are super-sensory, untainted by the sense organs
and karma. According to Sri Ramanujacharya, the
Shrutis are not man-made. They are apaurusheya.
Thus, the objects if the Shabda are untainted, true
and pure. Further to know them it is necessary to
be in that receptive mood of mind wherein there
is no confusion, no obsession, no in-attention
and no defect. The minds of the great Rishis
were in a high stage of Yoga due to Tapas. The
truths themselves and the rituals taught were not
products of intensified consciousness. They were
seen to be the truths of eternal existence and not
man-made. They form a perfect document. Such,
in brief, is the view held by the Mimaamsakas
regarding the validity of the Shabda Pramana.

Theories on Errors
Our understanding of truth and
error forms an integral part of our
philosophical knowledge. This
understanding is essential for a discovery
of deeper implications of of our
experience. Knowledge, ordinarily, presupposes a subject and an object. The
nature of this knowledge is dependent
on (a) mind (b) cognitive organs (c) the
conditions in which the object is situated.
Consider for example the case of a rope (object),
seen and felt by the eyes and feet respectively
(cognitive organs) in poor light (conditions).
The mind on receiving the information from the
organs, in a hurry, judges it to be a snake. Our
perceptions of things greatly influence what we
infer and decide, which means that our whole
life is judged by us in accordance with the modes
of our perception and the knowledge based on
them. As every inference is based on previous
perception, erroneous perception will nullify the
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value of the inferences built upon it.

Some prominent Khyati Vadas
“Khyativada” involves the study of a large and
fairly complicated subject. It is extensive also.
While it is so, it is very interesting as well. As such,
it would not be possible to cover it in this short
paper. A general reference is made here of the
various theories. People interested in the details
may refer to books on philosophy.
Theories concerning nature of erroneous
cognition are technically called “Khyatis”. We
are illustrating five prominent Khyati Vadas in
Indian philosophy. They are (1) Satkhyati (2)
Akhyati (3) Anyatha khyati (4) Atmakhyati (5)
Anirvavachinayakhyati.
A discussion of these several theories is an
essential part of Indian epistemology (a study of
the source, nature and limitations of knowledge).
(1) Satkhyati Vada: This is the theory held by Sri
Ramanujacharya and his followers. According to
this school, perception, inference and scripture
are valid as sources of knowledge, and each
valid source is an affirmation of reality in its own
domain. Unlike Sankara, Ramanuja does not
admit a distinction between illusory perception
and true perception, for even in the so called
illusory perception there is some perception of
reality. Even in the famous mistaken cognition of
‘shell as silver’ when someone makes a statement
that ‘this is silver,’ it is not only ‘this’ that refers to
what is real, but also ‘silver.’ In other words, both
are the reality of ‘this’ (the object) and that of
the silver (and the identification of the object as
something) are real.

Visistadvaita argue for their point with
the help of the doctrine of Panchikarana
(quintiplicaion), according to which in
any given gross element the other four
elements are also present as subordinate
parts. This school would say that all
things should be present in all things.
In shell, there are particles of silver; and in the
so-called illusion (maya) ‘this is silver’ it is the
particles of ‘silver’ that are perceived. And so, the
silver-cognition in ‘shell’ is of the “real”, and not of
what is fictitious or imaginary. Even in the case
of mistaken identity of ‘mirage’ as ‘water’ there is
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some truth in it, because in the desert-sand which
belongs to the category of element ‘earth’ there
is the element of ‘water’ also. Thus, knowledge
necessarily refers to what is real, even in cases
where cognitions are considered to be erroneous.
This theory of error is also known as Yatharthakhyati-vada (the doctrine of the apprehension
of what is real). If so how does one distinguish
between valid cognition and invalid cognition,
if both refer to what is real? The distinction is
not a logical one. We cannot even say that, as in
erroneous cognition, the reference is to a part of
what is perceived whereas in valid cognition, the
reference is to the whole; for in valid cognition
too, it is only a part of that is perceived. In shell,
for example, the shell-particles do not constitute
the whole of the object presented; they too are
only a part, although the predominant part.
Psychologically, the experience of shell as silver
takes place because of greed, defective senseorgan etc. One sees only the silver-element,
although it is minute, and omits to notice the
other elements, of which the shell-element is
predominant. The distinction between truth and
error can be accounted for in terms of success
and failure, respectively, in practice. What is of
service to people in life is true and what fails to
serve people in their practical needs is said to
be false. That is why Vishistadvaita defines valid
knowledge ‘as that which reveals an object as it
is and is useful in practice.’ Thus, all knowledge,
according to Ramanuja, is of the real.
(2) Akhyati Vada: This is the theory propagated
by Prabhakara and his followers. The theory of
Akhyati holds that the inability to discriminate
(Aviveka) between cognitions of different kinds
and between their corresponding objects is error.
Error is not the perception of something existent,
but the non-perception of difference between
different cognitions of different characteristics
and contents. Independently, the two cognitions
are real – without reference to each other. The
non-perception of the difference between the
two real distincts is due to some defect in senseperception. Perception and memory, the object
of perception and the object of memory, are
different from one another. But this difference is
not perceived in erroneous perception. Memory is
mistaken for perception. According to Prabhakara
there is no such thing as real error. The so-called
error is only absence of the true relation between
the two elements in knowledge. But the contents
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of knowledge are never unreal or false. Truth may
not be known fully, but there cannot be, strictly
speaking, knowledge of untruth or falsehood.
(3) Anyatha khyati Vada: The Nyaya view of error
is called “Anyatha khyati”. The phrase “anyatha”
means other than what it is and khyati means
false knowledge. So according to this view, “the
object of illusion is a real object being mistaken
for another real object”. This view defines error
as “the apprehension of a thing not having an
attribute as possessing that attribute”.
(4) Atmakhyati Vada: The Vignanavada school
advocated by Yogaachaara accept this doctrine.
Atmakhyati is a theory of self-apprehension.
According to Yogaachaara, error consists in an
illegitimate process of projecting subjective
ideas as objective and extra-mental facts.
There is no existence of external objects. The
real in this system is the constructive activity
of consciousness which alone Invests things
with significance. There is no object external to
consciousness. The mere apparent description
of external objectivity over the internal vlgnana
is sufficient to create error” and so it is called
Atmakhyati. So, what is called as illusion is the
false knowledge (Khyati) of the pure ego as
something objective.
(5) Anirvachaniya khyati: The Anirvachaniya
Khyati is the theory of the Advaitin. The doctrine
of adhyasa is one of the most important
contributions to the philosophical thought by the
Advalta Vedanta. In perception, we cognise the
appearance but not the underlying reality. This
fact of mistaken appearance for reality is called
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adhyasa. Its essence lies in not seeing a thing as it
is, and in placing upon it a different interpretation.
It is misjudging of the data presented to the sense
by a pre-conceived idea. Superimposition or
adhyasa is defined by
Sri Shankaracharya as the apparent presentation
to consciousness by way of remembrance of
something previously observed in some other
thing. It cannot be called memory.
Anirvachaniya Khyati literally means false
knowledge of the indescribable (Anirvachaniya).
The Advaitins assert that, what is known as
illusory object is a peculiar and indescribable one.
There are a number other khyativadas in the
Indian system of philosophy. Examples given
here are mainly meant to illustrate theories on
error which were employed to eliminate false
knowledge.

All the Acharyas have accepted Shabda
Pramana as authentic. The Shrutis have
been accepted to have the ultimate
authority. The different theological
routes proposed by Sri Shankara, Sri
Ramanuja and Sri Madhvacharya all fall
within the boundaries set by the Shrutis.
Buddhism does not accept the Shabda Pramana
and the authority of Shrutis.

K Srinivasan
Holds an Honours degree in Physics and a degree in engineering
(Instrumentation & Control systems) from India. Worked as a Manager
of engineering for almost 40 years, the later 20 years in Australia. After
retirement in 2002, taught at the TAFE on a part time basis for 4 years. Over
the years, I have published several papers on engineering subjects. Even
now, while on holidays to India, I give talks on engineering subjects.
After retirement, I took an interest in theology and spend time reading books. A few years back, I
published a detailed commentary on Vishnu Sahasra namam – mainly addressed to the younger
generation. Two other books from me were published by Sri Venkateshwara Temple (SVT- Sydney)
–(1) “Hinduism: Frequently asked questions” and (2) “ Rudram and Chamakam”. Another major book
titled “Roots” has recently been published by Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanam (TTD), Tirupati, India.
In this book, an attempt is being made to bring out our roots and contributions in various fieldsreligion, literature, mathematics, astronomy etc.
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Acquisition of Happiness
Sri Nagendra Hosur Chandrsekharasastry
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western philosopher, says that eershya, if
nursed, is one of the most potent causes

I have deliberately chosen the title, since
‘Happiness’ is not easy to acquire.

Sanskrit language defines Sukham as the
synonym for happiness. Etymologically,
the derivative of sukham is that kha
means our indriyas (i.e. sensory organs)
which includes manas (i.e. the mind)
as well; whereas su means good or
sustainable condition (also known as
susthiti). In other words, keeping our
indriyas continuously under control will
enable us to run our life-chariot without
any bumps, discomfort or accidents.
However, it is always very difficult to bridle our
indriyas so that they do not bring asukham
(or Agony). Our sensory organs are like horses
running through our body. It is left to us to make
them slaves or become slaves; if we make them
slaves we flourish, if we become slaves we perish.
Now how do we establish control over our
indriyas in the midst of modern society which is
luring us with many fascinations and attractions?
The only way perhaps is to concentrate on
the manas, which has many friendly enemies,
what we call Hitashatru in Sanskrit, which
infact destabilises our mental equanimity. They
are called friendly enemies (or frenemies in
the millennial context) since they temporarily
generate pleasure in us but subsequently may
make life miserable and impair our personality.

There are 6 hitashatrus namely
eershya(envy), krodham(wrath or anger),
lobham(greed), madham(ego or pride),
kaama(desire) and moham(emotional
attachment). Eershya is one such our
internal enemy whom we nurture within
us. We always brood over the things
we do not possess or the things others
have, instead of enjoying what God has
given us. Bertrand Russell, a well-known

of unhappiness.
Dr. D V Gundappa, a doyen of Kannada Literature,
also says in his magnum opus “Manku Thimmana
Kagga” ( a Foggy Fool’s Farrago) as under:
The English rendering is given below:

As though annoying problem of stomach
is not adequate|
The spark of envy is implanted in man||
The hungry wolf sleeps when its belly is
full|
Whereas you, man, exasperate with envy
looking at others - Mankuthimma||
Our contentment has no limit. We look at the
advantages of others and feel jealous about it.
In fact, we enjoy nursing eershyam but without
knowing that it harms us. It gives a transient
satisfaction, but generates agony and hatred at
others.
Lobham or “avarice” is another negative aspect
that snatches happiness from us. This goads
us to acquire more and more wealth and the
consequence is that dissatisfaction will become
a permanent feature of our personality. More
so, it pushes us into illegal and forbidden ways
of increasing our earnings. Finally, we land up in
grief stricken life.
Krodham is another enemy of mankind who
makes us to temporarily lose our mental
composure. It is considered as a momentary
madness wherein it darkens our judgemental
ability. Aristotle, a famous Greek philosopher,
comments on Anger as:
Anybody can become angry. It is easy.

But to be angry with the right person,
to the right degree and at the right
time and in the right way and for the
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right purpose is not within everybody’s
competency.
Most of the time we get upset at the drop of
hat. Every minute we remain angry we lose sixty
seconds of peace of mind. Hence, we should try to
restrain anger before it takes lead.

Aham is also the one which distorts our
personality. It is an indication of selfesteem or pride about oneself. It hurts
relationships in families and society.
Psychologists term this as ‘megalomania’.
Some consider EGO as abbreviation of
Edging God Out. By becoming egoistic,
we are throwing away goodness in us.
In Hindu theology, all these are called
‘Arishadvargas” which have negative
characteristics. They prevent us from conquering
Sukham. In the Bhagavad-Gita, Chapter-2, Lord
Krishna indoctrinates as below:
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्पुं : सङ्गस्तेषपू जायते |
ध्यायतो विषयानस
सङ्गात्सञ्जायते काम: कामात्क्रोधोऽभिजायते || 62||
क्रोधाद्भवति सम्मोह: सम्मोहात्स्मृतिविभ्रम: |
ु
ु
स्मृतिभ्रंशाद ् बद्धिनाशो
बद्धिनाशात्प्रणश्यति
|| 63||
In the above slokas, Lord Krishna provides
us a very descriptive picture of how man
loses his mental equanimity if he incessantly
dwells upon worldly pleasures (or objects). He
develops an attachment to the objects around
him. From attachment kaama is born and from
kaama, krodham erupts if he doesn’t get the
desired things. Krodham becomes moha and moha
leads to loss of memory. Loss of memory makes
the mind incapacitated and is then completely
destroyed. Lord Krishna provides us how not
to excessively indulge in worldly pleasures. We
should have an unflagging resolve to conquer
sukham by getting rid of our friendly enemies who
continuously tempt us.
हरि ॐ तत्सत|्

Nagendra Hosur Chandrsekharasastry hails from a family of Sanskrit
scholars. He has worked for almost 37 years in the Government of
Karnataka, notably as the Joint Chief Election Commissioner and as the
Deputy Secretary in the Home Department. He has delivered around 80
lectures in varied topics, with DVG’s Mankutimmana Kagga being his forte.
He is a regular speaker at prestigious institutions like “Gokhale Institute of
Public Affairs” (established by the great DVG himself ) and is scheduled to
speak there even this year on the 9th of October.
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Bhagavadgita - Chapter 1
Sydney Sanskrit School Committee
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Arjuna experiences severe emotional reactions.
His mouth dries, and his body shakes. Thus, he
loses his interest in fighting and starts giving
arguments against the war.

This year our school conducted BhagavadGita competition on verses from chapter 1. A
short summary of chapter 1 was provided by a
committee member of Sydney Sanskrit School,
which is reproduced below.

He starts putting forward rational doubts and
justifications for not fighting this war. He argues
that if others are blinded by the selfish motive
to gain a Kingdom, why should he also become
‘blind’?

Chapter one of the Bhagavat Gita begins
in the battlefield of Kurukshetra and
introduces the scene and setting and the
protagonist Arjuna’s mental state. The
scene and setting involve four million
troupes on both sides of the war being
assembled facing each other in the
plains of Kuruksetra in the threshold of a
bloody war.

He feels that no good could result from the
war, as it is sinful to kill one’s family, under any
circumstance. He argues how the war causes
destruction and degradation to society. . He
exclaims that before engaging in this ‘selfish act’,
he would prefer to be killed by Duryodhana,
unresisting. Arjuna decides not to fight and casts
his bow aside.

The Gitopadesam by Lord Krishna appears to
be advice given to Arjuna in the battlefield but
if interpreted correctly, provides solution to be
The main characters are the Supreme Lord Krishna liberated from ‘samsara’.
and Prince Arjuna, one of the five Pandavas of the
The problem of saṃsāra, as shown in
Kuru clan who are in dispute with their cousins
the first chapter, can be said to be the
the Kauravas.
In addition to naming the warring princes, the
principal warriors on both sides are named
extensively.
Duryodhana expresses the glories of his own
army to his Guru Dronacharya. Starting with
Bhishma, all warriors blow their conch shells to
herald the beginning of the war.
Krishna is driving Arjuna’s chariot. Arjuna wants
to see the opponents more clearly so he orders
Krishna, to drive his chariot into the midst of
armies.

problem of attachment (kṛpā or rāga),
grief (śoka or viṣāda) and delusion
(moha). Vyasa portrayed Arjuna’s
plight of samsara in the battlefield of
Khurukshetra. This samsara is depicted
in the form of Raga (attachment), Soka
(grief) and finally Moha {delusion or
conflict whether I (Arjuna) should fight or
not fight the Mahabharata War}.
When one is not happy with oneself, one begins
to seek happiness from external aids. This
clearly leads to dependence and attachment.
Since the conditions of the dependence factors
are unpredictable, the very peace of mind of
that person is in trouble. A disturbed mind
cannot think straight and can only make faulty
judgements complicating the issue further. Thus
a vicious cycle is created. This, in short, is the
problem of saṃsāra.

The commentary then shifts to Arjuna’s
mental state. The mighty armed Arjuna,
after seeing all his friends and relatives
standing to fight with him, is filled
with compassion for them. By seeing
his opponents, Arjuna is overwhelmed
with grief. Arjuna grows increasingly
To solve the problem of samsara the following
despondent and dejected due to the
fear of losing friends and relatives in the actions are required
• Identify the problem
course of the impending war and the
subsequent sins attached to such actions.
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•

Sincere longing for freedom from samsara
(tivramumuksha)

•

Realise that problem cannot be solved
individually

•

Complete surrender to guru, seeking his
guidance

The entire first chapter and the first part of the
second chapter are devoted to show these
developments happening in Arujuna’s behaviour.
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I DON’T BELIEVE IN GOD …
Swami Ganeshaswarupananda
Most people who make such statements have
not had the facility to examine the issue in depth
and often make them without adequate thought.
When one makes an assertion like this, it is based
on his/her own concept of God -- a powerful
being sitting in a specific place (heaven?) and
directing the affairs of the people on this earth,
or a judge who is constantly assessing each
individual (on what basis?) and punishing or
rewarding the person, or an all-knowing person
who created this earth (and heaven, and hell) or,
an individual who created human beings in his
own form (what about other beings?) etc.
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can a compassionate, all merciful God be
cruel? Does He get any pleasure out of
seeing such misery?”
One cannot escape by saying that these people
suffer because they did not do as commanded
by God (or worse, because they did not believe in
that particular God). Everyone knows of someone
who is apparently a ‘good person’ who has not
committed any ‘sin’ and yet has to bear much
sorrow. Or, someone who apparently goes against
every one of God’s dictates and yet seems to be
getting more from life than most others.
Can God have a specific form? Is God male or
female? How can one say He created man in his
own form? What of the varieties of life forms, even
within humans (not to talk of Martians and alien
creatures that our imaginative science fiction
writers and movie makers project, who also
should be God’s own creatures!)

One cannot but agree that such concepts
of God cannot be believed in. Even the
Certainly, it is not possible to believe in any such
statement, “I believe in God”, implies
concept of God.
that the person has his own concept or
सर्वं खल्विदं ब्रह्म। sarvaṁ khalvidaṁ brahma|
idea of God, which may or may not be
acceptable.
It is generally agreed that anything
God cannot be limited in space. If one thinks of
created must have a creator. Any
God sitting in a specific place (say heaven) created
assemblage, with a specific function,
this earth, an innocent child may ask,
must have an intelligent, knowledgeable
“Father, If God was in heaven when He created the
creator. An art work can be seen as an
earth, who created heaven?” “God, of course”
example. There is an arrangement in the
“But, where was He before He created heaven? He
artwork in terms of forms, colors, and
could not have been on the earth because He is
texture (or any other) that is pleasing to
yet to create it.”
the senses and has a meaning (although
The father realizes the trap he has got himself
into, and admonishes, “Go and play outside! Don’t sometimes ‘modern art’ baffles even the
ask silly questions”
best of people!). It can be inferred that
there must be an artist who has the skill
Nor can God be time specific. One cannot say,
for example, that God created this universe 13.7
and the knowledge to create the piece of
billion years ago (Some people even claim God is
art.
only a few thousand years old!). What was there
before that, then?

God cannot be an individual with
attributes such as compassion or
emotionality or judgment. Every time
there is natural disaster such as a tsunami
or an earthquake that causes damage
to property and people, many ask, “How

Similarly, any assemblage of parts with a specific
purpose or function indicates the presence of an
intelligent conscious being with the necessary
abilities to put together the assembly and make it
function as it is designed to.
्
Our universe, the जगत jagat,
is a complex one,
with many assemblages, each part of it designed
and made with wonderful precision and purpose.
Every component of this multiple assemblages
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works independently, and yet is mutually
dependent on many other components. There
is clearly so much co-ordination required. The
creator, therefore, must be super intelligent, and
have super knowledge.
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of the shirt, we cannot possibly remove the fabric
of which the shirt is made, and still hope to wear
the shirt! There IS no shirt without the fabric.
The fabric itself is also a created object. It has its
्
own निमित्त कारणम nimitta
kāraṇam and its’ own
्
उपादान कारणम upādāna
kāraṇam. There is no fabric
without the yarn, no yarn without the fiber and so
on.

All religions say there is a creator of this universe,
who must have the necessary knowledge,
intelligence and skill sets required to create this
्
extremely diverse and complicated जगत jagat
.
Vedas call this the निमित्त कारणम ् nimitta kāraṇam or Universe as a creation
efficient cause.
Our universe, with so many different forms,
names and utilities also must have a creator.
्
निमित्त कारणम ् and उपादान कारणम nimitta
kāraṇam
शास्त्र śāstra says, unlike in the case of a pot or a
and upādāna kāraṇam.
shirt or other objects, this creator is both the
There is another cause required for the creation of निमित्त कारणम nimitta
्
kāraṇam and उपादान कारणम ्
anything, in the form of the material required to
्
upādāna kāraṇam for the जगत jagat.
If we restrict
create it. शास्त्र śāstra gives the example of a variety our thinking to our experiences of materials in
of pots and other objects made of clay. We can
this universe, it is difficult to understand that the
see many different items in a shop selling pottery creator himself can be the उपादान कारणम upādāna
्
items, call it the Clay World. There are pots,
kāraṇam. Fortunately, we have an example from
large and small, there are jars, lids, foot scrapers,
our own lives that everyone has experienced. The
decorative pieces, lamps, ornaments (clay jewelry dream.
has become very popular now) etc., of differing
shapes and sizes. They all have different forms,
Dream as an example to understand
names and uses. However, the material cause,
creation
्
called उपादान कारणम upādāna
kāraṇam, in Sanskrit,
is only clay for all of them.
In a dream, the dreamer creates a whole new
universe, based on the universe he knows in
When we see a pot, it is clear that it has
्
the waking state. This is called स्वप्न प्रपञ्चम svapna
prapañcam in Samskritam. In this universe, there
been made with a purpose (store water
are inert objects such as mountains and rivers,
in, for example) by an intelligent being
cosmic objects such as the moon, living things
with knowledge of pot making using
– animals, plants and human beings etc. Amidst
clay as the material. Here, the pot-maker all this, it also includes the dreamer himself!
He undergoes all the emotions and thoughts,
्
is the निमित्त कारणम nimitta
kāraṇam and
feelings of hunger, thirst, guilt and hurt, desires
्
clay is the उपादान कारणम upādāna
kāraṇam. etc. -- in fact, everything available in the waking
These two are different from each other
state.

and the pot-maker is separate from the
pot itself. When we bring the pot home,
we do not bring the pot-maker along! We
may not even know who or where he is.
Take another example, that of a shirt, where the
्
tailor is the निमित्त कारणम nimitta
kāraṇam . We
know who he is and where he is. If the shirt does
not fit as we want it to, we take it back to him and
demand he make the necessary changes.

The material cause, however, cannot be separated
from the creation. If one were to remove all the
clay from a clay pot, there IS no pot. Or, in the case

्
The dreamer is both the निमित्त कारणम nimitta
्
kāraṇam and उपादान कारणम upādāna
kāraṇam
for this dream universe. Where did all the varied
material come from? Only from the dreamer’s
knowledge. Where does all knowledge to create
्
this new जगत jagat
rest? In the knowledge of the
dreamer.
He has to have the knowledge of everything that
is seen in the dream. Only what is in the dreamer’s
knowledge can be projected as a dream. One who
has knowledge of creating any object is called
‘that object- ज्ञः’. So a pot-maker, घट कर्ता ghaṭa
kartā, is called a घटज्ञः ghaṭajñaḥ, one who makes
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पट paṭa, cloth, is called a पटज्ञः paṭajñaḥ. One who
्
is the cause for सर्वम sarvam,
all, is called a सर्वंज्ञः
sarvaṁjñaḥ. For the universe we cognize (known
and unknown) in the waking world, the जगत्कर्ता
jagatkartā is ईश्वर īśvara (we will use ईश्वर īśvara,
rather than God, since the word God has many
different connotations). He is सर्वंज्ञः sarvaṁjñaḥ.
Since he also has the power and skill sets required
to create the entire universe, he is also सर्वशक्तिमान ्
sarvaśaktimān.

cause and the material cause for the universe.
्
Everything in this जगत jagat,
being a कार्य kārya ,
created, is, nothing but ईश्वर īśvara, the creator.

Space and Time are also created

There are not many Gods, or not just one
God; there is ONLY ईश्वर īśvara

This is important. Space and time are
not absolute. We generally assume
everything is created within time and
space. It is difficult to imagine anything
outside of the time and space that we
know. Someone of the stature of Einstein
is reported to have said that when he
realized that space and time are not
absolute, it felt as if the earth had been
pulled out from under his feet. शास्त्र śāstra
says space and time, like all else, are also
created, and not absolute.

्
Just as everything, सर्वम sarvam,
in a dream
universe is not separate from the dreamer,
everything here, including gross and subtle
matter, energy, the sentient and the insentient,
sub-atomic to cosmic objects, thoughts, feelings,
emotions, breathing, space, time etc. is created
and therefore non-separate from ईश्वर īśvara.

्
We have seen that the entire जगत jagat,
known,
unknown and unknowable but existent, is nonseparate from ईश्वर īśvara. Would it not be right
then to state that everything is ईश्वर īśvara, and
that there is nothing else?
Many people, who do not understand, mock
Hindus as idol worshipers or people with many
crores of devatas. (Unfortunately, many Indians,
without ever having made an effort to understand
the idea of ईश्वर īśvara, utter the same words –
without thinking).

The truth is that everything is ईश्वर īśvara.
How then, can one claim there is only
Let us go back to the dream example to
one God? (And start fights over My God
understand this. In a dream, one may encounter
events and activities spanning a wide range of
and Your God). Because everything is
times – from a few minutes to days or weeks or
ईश्वर īśvara, one can invoke ईश्वर īśvara in
more. However, scientists have established that
anything or anyone. We invoke ईश्वर īśvara
a dream typically lasts between 2 and 3 seconds
in a small mound of turmeric, when
of waking time. It is therefore clear that the
dreamer creates his own time in the स्वप्नप्रपञ्चम ्
्
the priest intones अस्मिन बिम्बे
महागणपतिम ्
svapnaprapañcam that has no relationship to the
आवाहयामि। asmin bimbe mahāgaṇapatim
time we know in the waking world.
āvāhayāmi|. With that, it is not the gross
Similarly, one can examine dream space. Dream
form of a turmeric mound any more, but
events may happen in a small room, or a much
larger space, extending to cosmic distances. All of Lord Ganesha. How does it matter what
it is within the limited space of the dreamer in the or who one worships when all that is
waking world. Clearly, this is created space, with
there is only ईश्वर īśvara? We can invoke
little or no connection to the space that we know.
ईश्वर īśvara in any form. Many ancient
Everything in the dream universe comes from the religious practices (most of which have
dreamer, is sustained by the dreamer and resolves
effectively been put paid to by the
into the dreamer.
so called modern religious thinkers)
्
ईश्वर īśvara is both the निमित्त कारणम nimitta
kāraṇam and उपादान कारणम ् upādāna kāraṇam शास्त्र recognized this and prayed to ईश्वर īśvara
śāstra says शास्त्र śāstra is अभिन्न निमित्त उपादान कारणम ् in the form of trees, water, forest, sun,
abhinna nimitta upādāna kāraṇam, the intelligent
moon, etc.
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There is a saying in Tamil Irupadellam Iraivaney
(All that is here is ईश्वर īśvara). Every Indian
language perhaps has an equivalent saying.
Parents teach the child the same; they know the
words, but are unable to explain to the child the
meaning because, in most cases, they themselves
do not know. (Older generations accepted it
when it came from elders, even if they did not
understand it at that time. New generations want
to understand before they accept).

God is not a matter for belief
The word belief is defined by the
Cambridge dictionary as “the feeling of
being certain that something exists or
is true.” It is an acceptance of something
without proof or a means of knowledge,
a प्रमाण pramāṇa. It is, in fact, a conviction
or a judgment, pending evidence.
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One young boy believed that all elders were
serious people. One day, an aunt who was visiting
them turned out to be a prankster, playing tricks on
everyone. The child was amazed, wondering, “Is my
belief wrong then?” Any belief, being a judgment
without immediate evidence, can be reinforced or
proven wrong. The belief can be validated, or turn
out to be erroneous.
If God is a matter for belief, one is making a
judgment before verification. It means that the
person who believes that God does not exist (or
the belief that God exists) is not sure whether He
does or does not. Such a belief is not verifiable.

One cannot demand to be shown God.
God or ईश्वर īśvara is to be understood and,
perceived in and through everything.
ईशावास्यमिदं सर्वम।् īśāvāsyamidaṁ sarvam|

Swami Ganeshaswarupananda
Swamiji started questioning the reality of life and the world very early in life.
He went through what many people do--get a good education (IIT, Delhi, Topper, Iran
Centre for Management Studies, Tehran, an affiliate of the Harvard University Business
School, MBA, with Distinction), tasted material success, went through a phase of being
known and recognised, travelled the world and observed people, customs and human
interrelationships. However, fundamental questions about life and its reality kept
surfacing repeatedly. For what ultimate purpose does one take any action? Sensing that all the trappings
of success in the world did not satisfy what he was (and every human being seemed to be) striving for, he
started making serious enquiries.
Using the excellent training he had received from formal education as well what he learnt from his
observations of life, he tried to find the answers. He asked many famous and erudite people, read what great
thinkers had to say about the subject matter, discussed with others who too were seeking answers; all of
which drove to him turn to Indian scriptures, sastra. He followed it up until he reached a traditional guru who
could unfold the secrets of the self, using the words of the sastra.
He spent three and a half years living with and learning from his guru, Poojya Swami Dayananda Saraswati at
a gurukulam (a traditional place of learning where students live with the guru) in Anaikatti in Southern India.
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Ramanuja Acharya Digvijaya
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Naimisaranya, Puskara, and Badarikasrama.

In these holy tirthas Ramanuja preached the
philosophy of loving devotion to the Supreme
Lord, and all those who heard him were
Many Hindus have the idea that Hinduism accepts convinced to become devotees. Many times
and respects all religions. Many organizations and logicians, Buddhists, and the impersonalist
ashrams, and certainly many homes have pictures followers of Sankara came before him to present
their own arguments, but in every instance he
of Jesus on their altars. Some Hindu ashrams
was able to point out the deficiencies in these
even celebrate Christmas and the birthday
different doctrines and establish the supremacy
of Muhammad. But this idea is completely
of the Visisthadvaita philosophy. Eventually they
wrong. The great acharyas never accepted any
came again to Sarada-pitha in Kashmir, where
philosophical system unless it could stand up
Yatiraja and Kuresa had previously endeavoured
to vigorous debate. Regular public debates
to obtain a copy of the Bodhayana-vrtti. The
were held with opposing parties defending and
scholars of that place challenged Ramanujacarya
attacking each other’s’ ideology and theories.
There would be a panel of moderators who would to debate but none of them could match his
solid arguments. Being overcome in debate,
proclaim the winner. The losers would invariably
they then resorted to the art of black magic in
then join the winners party — academic honesty
requires one to abandon a theory or ideology that which they were also adept. They chanted various
mantras with the intention of bringing about the
has been demonstrated to be wrong!
death of their opponent. However, because of
Let’s look at the life of Ramanuja Acharya. Having Yatiraja’s spiritual potency, the spells were unable
finished writing a commentary on the Brahmato affect him and returned to afflict those who
sutras — the Sri-baya — Ramanuja decided to go had cast them. Thus all the panditas of Saradaon a dig-vijaya (a conquest of the directions). With pitha fell sick and were on the point of death. At
seventy-four of his chief disciples and many other this time the King of Kashmir heard of what was
followers, he set off to spread his philosophy and
happening. He hurried to Sarada-pitha and fell
refute the false doctrines of the other schools.
at Ramanuja’s feet, begging him to forgive those
sinful brahmanas. Yatiraja accepted this appeal
First of all they went to Kancipuram, the capital
and cured all of them, after which they became
of the Cholas. Having offered respect to Lord
his disciples along with the king.
Viridiana, Yatiraja then continued his journey
to the city of Kumbakonam. When he gave a
Jagganath Puri
discourse in the temple there, he was challenged
by some of the local scholars, who were followers Having left Sarada-pitha, Ramanujacarya travelled
southwards to Benares, where he remained for
of Sankaracarya. However, engaging in debate,
several months teaching and inspiring many of
he completely nullified their arguments. All the
those who heard him to become devotees. From
panditas of Kumbakonam then surrendered to
Benares he travelled to Jagannatha Puri, where he
Ramanujacarya and became his devotees. Next,
founded a monastery named the Embar Math. By
Yatiraja and his followers travelled to Madurai,
this time his reputation as a scholar and devotee
which in those days was the capital of the
was widely known throughout the whole of India,
Pandya kingdom as well as a centre for all types
and as a result none of the pandits of Jagannatha
of scholars. Before a great assembly of learned
panditas, Ramanuja gave a discourse and they all Puri dared to come and challenge him.
accepted his teachings.
Desiring that the priests of the Jagannatha
temple adopt the Pancharatrika Agamic system of
They then journeyed across to the west coast
worship, Ramanuja appealed to the King of Orissa
of India to the city of Trivandrum in Kerala,
to arrange a debate between them. Being fearful
where they were able to behold the beautiful
of the outcome of such a confrontation, all the
form of Lord Padmanabha lying on His bed of
priests prayed to Lord Jagannatha to save them
Ananta-Sesa. Then they travelled all the way up
from inevitable defeat. That very night as Yatiraja
the west coast to Dwarka, from there across to
was sleeping, he was transported three hundred
Mathura and Vrndavana, to Salagrama, Saketa,

Pandit Sri Rama Ramanujacari
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miles by Lord Jagannatha to the holy dhama of
Kurma-ksetra. When he awoke, Ramanuja was
bewildered to find himself near a temple of Lord
Kurmadeva, one of the incarnations of Lord
Vishnu, without any of the disciples who had been
accompanying him.
After residing at Kurma-ksetra for several days,
Ramanuja was reunited with his disciples, who
were continuing their journey southwards. He
went with them to Simhachala and then on to
Ahobila, where he established another matha. In
this way, travelling southwards down the eastern
side of India, they came at last to Tirupati. At that
time a great controversy was raging there, for
the followers of Lord Siva were challenging the
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devotees by claiming that Lord Venkateshwara
was a Deity of Siva. Ramanuja then explained the
history of Venkata Hill, with reference to various
scriptures, and established that Sri Venkateshwara
was a Deity of Lord Vishnu.
Having remained at Tirupati for two weeks,
Ramanuja and his followers continued their
journey on to Kanchipuram, where they were able
to worship Lord Varadaraja. From Kanchi they
passed on through Madurantaka to Viranarayanapura, the birthplace of Nathamuni, Yamunacarya’s
grandfather and preceptor. From there they went
on to Sri Rangam and once again took shelter of
Lord Ranganatha.

Sri Rama Ramanuja Ācārya
Prior to his initiation into Sri Vaisnavism, Sri Rama Ramanuja Ācārya spent 8
years in the Middle East studying Hebrew, Arabic, Judaism, Christianity and
Islam. Sri Rama Ramanuja Ācārya was instructed by his guru, Sri Varada Yatiraja
Jeeyar to establish an independent Sri Vaisnava Math in Australia. Sri Ramanuja
Matham was conceptualised in Sydney, Australia in early 1998. Following his
guru’s instruction, Sri Rama Ramanuja Ācārya, with his savings, purchased a
house from which to conduct classes and establish a centre for the propogation
of Vedanta. He studied Sanskrit in Varanasi and then spent some time in South
India studying Tamil, Vaisnava philosophy and Pancharatra Agama.
His Holiness Varada Yatiraja Jiyar Swami left his body on Monday 8 June at 3am IST. He was the
Pontiff of Yatiraja Jiyar Math at Perumbudur, Tamil Nadu,. Yatiraja Jiyar Math was established by Sri
Ramanujacharya himself in the ancient temple of Sri Adi Kesava Perumal. Perumbudur is the avatara
sthala (appearance place) of Sri Ramanujacharya and an important holy place for his followers.
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Akṣara mobile app
By Saumya Raman
Teacher, Sydney Sanskrit School
Sydney Sanskrit School is proud to launch the
Akshara mobile app.
Sanskrit with fun - Akṣara
(grapheme) app project is
funded by the State of New
South Wales by its Department
of Education - administered
by the NSW Community
Languages Schools Program.
The primary objective of this project ‘Sanskrit with
fun – Akshara (grapheme) online app’ was aimed
at:
•

creating learning experience that reinforces
the traditional learning method with the use
of modern technology

•

create an interactive learning experience
anytime, anywhere using the online
application

Varnas explain our feelings. Joining
each akshara is similar to connecting
our feelings. String of aksharas is called
as varnamala. Origin of these aksharas
is dated to the vedic world when Lord
Ganesha recorded the vibrations or
sounds generated from the drum
played by Lord Shiva. It is said that
these recorded sounds in the form of
a script are known as aksharas and the
formula¬tion of these aksharas is called
as Maheshwar Sutram.
Further it is said that,
•

each varna has its own meaning

•

64 energies in this cosmic world is
represented by 64 varnas. These varnas in the
form of script is called as an akshara

In the vedic world there are 64 aksharas in the
Devanagri script. However, in the modern world
only 53 aksharas are recognized. The remaining is
kept as sounds.
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Akshara means ‘n-ksharati-iti-aksharam’
meaning something that cannot be
destroyed is called as aksharam. These
aksharas are fully detailed in Shivasutra
Jalam. Learning the Maheshwara Sutrani
(14 sounds) is prerequisite to learning
the devanagri lan¬guage. Through these
sounds we can understand the grammar
very easily. However, in order to learn
the grammar it is essential to know the
script.
Learning to write devanagri script is very unique.
While writing, all the aksharas originate from
left to right or from top to bot¬tom. Writing the
devanagari aksharas needs to follow this rule.
Devanagri script is also known as a pictographic
script. While forming a letter, the origin is always
through a curve. The only lines used are the
standing or sleeping lines to complete the
formation of an akshara.
Bindu or poorna is symbolic of denoting the
completeness of the world. Thus, we have used
Bindus to form an akshara. It is also important
to note that the total number of Bindus used in
the formation of an akshara is always even. Odd
numbers will imbalance the symmetry of the
akshara. Each akshara when written properly is
evenly distributed in a grid.

Akshara app attempts to help the
child in learning the devanagri script
in the most scientific way. To enhance
the under¬standing of forming the
devanagri script, we also have used the
dot-to-dot approach to introduce the
concept of writing the devanagari script
through ‘Bindus’.
Dot-to-Dot approach for learning to
write Akshara
In the early years of learning to write, working on
dot-to-dot teaches chil¬dren not only improves
hand eye coordination and also improve number
order and help with counting. There’s a lot of
concentration that goes into completing a dot-todot task.
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Sydney Sanskrit School students participating in the tiral of Akshara App.
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Learning to write the Sanskrit aksharas using the
dot-to-dot approach helps the child to
•

improve focus and handwriting skills

•

learn how to create shapes

•

strengthen hand and finger muscles in
preparation for writing

•

strengthen fine motor skills while tracing
letters using dot-to-dot approach

•

focus on connecting the dots, still maintaining
the big picture of forming a letter.

This app is based on the ‘Rajashree’ font created
by Mr Sundar Rajan. We take this opportunity
to acknowledge his commitment and also
express our gratitude in up keeping the linguistic
heritage.
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Students were able to identify some design
defects in the app. In particular, the structures
of some Sanskrit syllables were incongruent
with conventional Devanagari script (for e.g. च,
ञ, त्र) which was correctly pointed out students
in Stage 2 and 3 of Sanskrit learning. Also, the
calibration of the cursor when tracing was a point
of improvement with a few students noticing lag
and diagnostic problems. Moreover, the tracing
required undeterred attention from the students
which helped build precision, however at times
the students were disheartened as a result of not
achieving the desired points allocated.
This feedback received from the students
was crucial to the design team as it helped to
streamline the app to meet the demands and
expectations of the end users- the students.

Overall, the students and teachers
Student feedback on the Akshara app
believed the app had served the purpose
The development of the ‘Akshara’ application was to using technology in introducing
basic Sanskrit syllable through game
a major turning point in introducing Sanskrit to a
wave of tech savvy youngsters enabling further
features to reward the student for correct
alignment with our motto of teaching “Sanskrit for
structure tracing.
fun”. The Sydney Sanskrit School’s Liverpool batch
was the first to try the innovation, introduced by
our teachers- Sumukha Jagadeesh and Rashmi
Ravi. Each student was allowed to experiment
with several features of the app, namely tracing
the syllables.

The app is now available to download from
Google Play and App Store.

One of our senior students, Avishant
thought the application was “an
interesting and helpful tool to educate
junior students on the basics of Sanskrit
writing and engage them in utilising
technology as a means of learning
development.
One of our junior students, Tara
described the app as “exciting as a new
way to learn Sanskrit syllables”. Our
youngest student- Amudha was appalled
by the fact that Sanskrit writing was
at her fingertips through the means of
a ‘game based platform’ that the app
offered.

Students and committee members of Sydney
Sanskrit School thank the NSW Government
for their continued support to Community
Languages Schools Program. Through the
continued funding to this program, communities
are able to engage in activities to sustain their
community languages and pass it on to the
next generation using the latest pedagogy and
technology.

www.sanskritschool.org
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Learn sanskrit
devanagari script,
anytime, anywhere
with
Akṣara
(Devanagari)
app!

Sanskrit akṣara app allows you to learn devanagari script any time, anywhere!
Using the dot-to-dot approach, writing Sanskrit akṣara has never been this easy. Read
more about the app at www.sanskritschool.org/akshara/
Sanskrit with fun - akṣara (grapheme) app project is funded by the State of New South Wales by its
Department of Education - administered by the NSW Community Languages Schools Program.
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Samsharad Shibiram (Autumn
Camp)
Skanda Jagadeesh
Teacher, Sydney Sanskrit School

Our Easter holidays began with a vibrant and
action-packed camp hosted by Sydney Sanskrit
School in its Samsharad Shibiram (Autumn
Camp). On the eve of the school’s final day of
term, participants were required to report to
the Bundilla Scout Camp for registration at
approximately 6pm. By 7pm, the registration hall
was bustling with people.
The teachers heartily welcomed the participants
to the camp and began by outlining the intention
of the camp, educating the younger generation
through the incorporation of Sanskrit in the
camp’s activities. Meena Arya pointed out the
volunteers of the camp as well as the junior
teachers/trainees that would assist the students
if they had any difficulty during the camp. Before
commencing the camp, the participants were
required to take a vow of good behaviour during
the duration of the camp and were given specific
ground rules. A brief introduction into the camp
ensued, followed by a sumptuous dinner was
served and the first session commenced with a
movie selected by the volunteers. This put the
students the into ease and allowed the students
to relax and accustom to the camp environment.
The next morning saw participants rise at 6am
for an early yoga session at 6:30am with some
struggling to wake up but soon, one by one,
they turned up at the yoga session. The yoga
session was conducted by Srinivasan Arya, who
is a trained yoga teacher. His simple techniques
of teaching enabled everyone to enjoy the
yoga session, even volunteers who had joined
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in out of sheer respite from kitchen work or
other tasks. He efficiently taught the students
various asanas (yoga poses) among asanas such
as Gomukhasana, Vrikshasana, Chakrasana, as
well as Surya Namaskara. By activating the mind,
body and soul, the participants were now ready
to nourish their bodies. A quick, light Aussie
breakfast was therein provided by the staff
comprising of toast and wholegrain cereal.

Meena Arya introduced the theme of the
camp as travel and tourism, courtesy of
the United Nations’ declaration of 2017
being the Year of Sustainable Tourism
for Development. She revealed to the
participants that the camp activities
and initiatives were to be centred on
the theme. A folder was handed to each
student, containing slokas, images and
activities based on the camp. Meena Arya
began her Sanskrit session of teaching
the participants the slokas in the folder.
By providing some valuable background
information on the topic, she was also
able to engage the volunteers who had
been working hard in the kitchen. Topics
that were delved into included the Bala
Kanda of Ramayana, the various Vahanas
(deities’ mounts) of different celestial
beings and gods and modes of transport
during each of the four Yugas.
This was followed by a session on Origami
(incorporated modes of modern and ancient
Indian travel). The participants were instructed by
the camp teachers through simple step-by-step
procedures in their attempt to make four origami
boats which were then labelled in Sanskrit and
exhibit on the feature curtain. The participants
enjoyed this colour-filled session, essentially
turning out to be a learning experience for just
about everyone.
Subsequent to this, two different sessions were
conducted for seniors and juniors respectively.
The juniors took pleasure in a session based
on the origins of the story of Nala Damayanti.
In conjunction with this, they made origami
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swans to appreciate the role of the swan in the
story. Meanwhile, the seniors were greeted by a
presentation by Dev Babu Mahodaya, discussing
the three key journeys embarked by Sri Adi
Sankaracharya, namely Shankara Digvijayam.
The seniors needed to map his journeys on a
map of India and label the significant stopovers
that Sankaracharya resided at in his goal of
spreading the Advaita philosophy and dispelling
the misconceived notions of the Hindu belief.
The seniors were able to relate Sankaracharya’s
travels through his direct goal and the exhausting
physical effort of traversing over 40 000 km of
territory, spanning a period of 24 years.
This was followed by lunch and an adventurous
bushwalk. The bushwalk allowed the participants
to move away from the learning aspect and
immerse themselves with the nature around
them. This was a time of peace and relaxation,
which culminated in some physical activity for
even the volunteers. As the participants returned
from the bushwalk, one of our volunteers,
Chinmayee Arya taught both juniors and seniors
the art of self-defence displayed through the
danda technique (although most of the juniors
were yet to be able to hold the hefty stick). This
activity infused a fighting spirit amongst the
participants and their energy for the next session
was further bolstered by the delightful dabelis
which had been prepared by the kitchen staff.
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discovery by explorers of the time. He
was able to link globalisation of modern
day to the origins of travel and tourism as
a reason for geographical and historical
diversity. The participants revelled in
discussing their perspectives on the
importance of travel and tourism for the
benefit of mankind during this session.
On the other hand.
The fun began when the participants were sent
to change into traditional clothes for a thrilling
mix of activities. A brief devotional Bhajan was
performed in conjunct with the lighting of the
lamp. Participants and volunteers joined in as
three of our volunteers taught some steps to
Bhangra (Punjabi nuance). This was a time of
action and frenzy as the participants as well as
trifling volunteers showed off their exuberant
Bhangra moves. With at least eight Punjabi songs
being played back to back, the participants were
engaged in non-stop action. Everyone was out
of breath but still rearing for more to come. After
taking a few minutes break, a classic game of
musical chairs was arranged using music from
over the world (to promote the camp’s theme
of travel and tourism). This game brought out
the competitive spirit the participants, who
had barely recovered from the excitement of
the Bhangra. Dinner was then served, with
participants sniffing delicious pizza and garlic
bread and everyone grabbed their plates for the
largest slice. It was the perfect end to an actionfilled day. The participants went to bed early for
an early rise yet again.

The seniors then joined Sundareswaran
Arya for a session on Global Tourism. This
session involved the participants as well
as some of the volunteers, learning about
the importance of travel and tourism
The participants rose early in earnest for another
and providing information dating back
session of yoga, this time more focused on
to the history of tourism in the form of
breathing practice, Surya Namaskara and inner
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engineering. This session was conducted by our
very own Meenakshi Arya and Karthikeyan Arya.
With a different set of asanas being practiced, the
participants were able to expand their repertoire
of asanas to more complex and intricate postures.
Moreover, the students learnt about the positive
effect of each asana on a person’s physical and
mental health. This was followed by breakfast
and then an interesting session by Meena Arya
talking about the Raghu Digvijayam (journey of
King Raghu of the Surya Vamsha). She explained
the need for Raghu’s journey and clarified seniors
regarding the various commodities he obtained
from his travels and their different uses and values
to the nation’s economy.
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Subsequently, Lakshmi Arya continued Global
Tourism from the previous day’s session by
concentrating more on the concept of Atithi
Devo Bhava in conjunction with the distinctions
between a guest, traveller and tourist. She used
day-to-day scenarios to make the participants
discern the differences between the three. The
session was thoroughly enjoyed by one through
hands on activites related to the impact of global
tourism on Mattur village where the residents
speak in Sanskrit language.
The last session of the camp was dominated by
group work in chartwork, where both juniors and
seniors were split into groups to present a poster
of their findings. The juniors were required to
present a few sentences about a chosen country
and later coloured in a Hanuman face mask. The
seniors were presented with a more challenging
task of evaluating Mattur village as a place of
tourism in terms of its sustainable tourism and
how it can further be developed. Both age groups
rendered elegant and informative posters and
each group explained a section of the poster
that they had dedicated to themselves as part of
fulfilling the teamwork element.

By describing the profound impact of
Raghu’s travels on the advancing of
the nation’s reputation internationally,
Meena Arya was able to relate this the
topic to the present world in terms
of trade and tourism. The Juniors
meanwhile preferred to remain physically
active and therefore were entitled to
some free time of play.
Finally, the participants wore their traditional
Afterwards, a lecture called Travel through the
Ages was presented by Himamshu Mahodaya.
Despite a different perspective, beneficial
information was gathered and discussed. The
participants yearning for a scientific approach
were thoroughly challenged concerning the vast
history of exploration and invention. Through
his keen intellect, the presenter demonstrated
professional knowledge about the impacts of
technology and tourism on the change of people
through geographical factors. The starvation of
the participants was met with freshly prepared
pasta.

clothes once again for the valedictory ceremony
of the camp. This was an integral part of the
camp as participants and volunteers were able
to share their insights, experiences, positives,
negatives and overall comments about the
camp. The organising staff got a chance to give
their heartfelt acknowledgements to all the
participants, their parents, the volunteers and
teachers. The afternoon ended on a positive
note with a massive photo encompassing the
achievements and learning of the participants in
the camp. It was indeed a befitting beginning to
the holidays.

sydney sanskrit school

Learn. Engage. Advance. Discover. Succeed
www.sanskritschool.org
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Children’s
Camps

‘Sanskrit with fun’ is an
innovative approach that aims
to engage the learners in learning
Sanskrit using play way method.
Using 4 I’s (Inspiration, Inclusion, Impression &
Innovation) combined with different fun elements
gives learner a unique combination to language
learning including reading, writing and retention of
phonics, syntax, grammar and grapheme with ease.
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Proudly supporting your growth and success
FOR COMPLETE EDM WIRECUT AND PRECISION TOOL MAKING SOLUTIONS
ABN: 94 05 0249298

At MSM Technology we provide services for:
Precision wire cutting

ABN 36 135 542 460

Serving the Community Since 1992

We specialise in providing Accounting & Tax Services
to medical professionals:

GPs DENTISTS SPECIALISTS
OPTOMETRISTS CHEMISTS

Oil cut for high precision and Pika finish
General Engineering
Punches and dies replacement
Gears
Press tool making
Piercing punches and pilots
CNC Machining
Hardness Testing
For all wirecut and toolmaking enquiries and obligation free quote
contact: Jag

We are pro-active partners in the growth of
our clients’ business. You can contact us on

(02) 9624 5801

02 9796 4500

or

.

Suite 1, 19 Restwell Street
BANKSTOWN NSW 2200

10/79 Station Road, Seven Hills,
NSW 2147

For more information, visit us at

http://www.dbsaccountants.com.au

0422340093

Rajeev Dixit CPA
email: rajeev@dbsaccountants.com.au

Email: jag@msmtechnology.net.au

OM
SRIMAD BHAGAVAD GITA and UPANISHAD Classes

Srimad Bhagavad Gita and Upanishad Classes are being conducted online, every week on Thursdays
and Saturdays by Swami Ganeshaswarupananda, from Swami Dayananda Saraswathi ashram in
Anaikatti, Coimbatore. Discourse is free of cost and will be in English.
ZOOM online meeting link: https://zoom.us/j/4565647388
Thursday - Gita class – 12 pm – 1 pm AEST (6.30 am IST)
Saturday – Gita Class – 12 pm – 1 pm AEST (6.30 am IST)
Saturday – Upanishad Class - 11pm – 12 am AEST (5.30 pm IST)
[For those who have not used ZOOM, please use the link above and follow instructions]
Few words about Swami Ganeshaswarupananda;

ज्ञानं परमं ध्येयम ्

Thank You

Sydney Sanskrit School
Best Wishes from

Dental Clinics
WOLLI CREEK LUGARNO EAST HILLS BARGO

(02) 9533 6633
www.OHSdental.com.au
Enquiries@OHSdental.com.au
Dr Manish Bhutada

PhD GDM BDS GCHEd YogRatna

Best wishes to Sydney Sanskrit School

Exclusive
…for

CAKES

those special moments

Swapna
0404 012 757
E g g l e s s cakes & cupcakes for:
 Weddings
 Birthdays

 Baby Showers  Anniversaries
 Office parties  All occasions

EgglessBakingAndCooking
ORDER
LEARN
ENJOY

a customised cake
to make cakes & cupcakes
50 delicious flavours

Become a sponsor now...

Support us in our cause to preserve and promote Sanskrit as a community language. We will acknowledge your
contribution as an official sponsor of the Sydney Sanskrit School.
For more information visit:
www.sanskritschool.org
www.facebook.com/sydneysanskritschool
To request a sponsorship proposal email info@sanskritschool.org

Contribute an article
If you would like to submit an article for Medhā, please email to info@sanskritschool.org. The article can be in Sanskrit, Hindi
and or English language. We encourage you to express your opinion, views and or compliments relevant to the activities
done by the Sydney Sanskrit School. Please note that all the articles will be reviewed by the editorial team to ensure that
the language used is neutral and does not hurt readers’ sentiment.
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